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Abstract — Non Line of Sight (NLOS) channels
are one of the major drawbacks for accurate ranging
and localization with Ultra-Wideband (UWB) technology. Whereas several proposals exist to detect
these situations, a comprehensive overview, investigation and testing of these methods has to the authors’ knowledge not yet been prepared. This paper
tries to fill this gap with a classification of the algorithms proposed of the UWB and mobile phone
community. In addition, one novel method based on
the signal power variation is proposed. Afterwards,
the methods are evaluated regarding their practicability for real UWB localization systems, which excludes some of them from further investigation. For
the remaining algorithms thresholds are proposed,
which are strived to be as independent of the system
and environment as possible. Finally, the NLOS detection algorithms are tested and compared with
both an UWB simulation environment and an UWB
localization test bed.

I. INTRODUCTION

AND PROBLEM DESCRITPION

Ultra-Wideband (UWB) is perceived as one of the
enabling technologies for robust and accurate localization, especially in harsh channel environments like e.g.
indoor areas. Although UWB has its benefits for solving this task, several conditions have to be fulfilled to
take advantage of them:
– the signal structure must enable the receiver to
detect the arrival time as exactly as possible,
– the signal must have the possibility to travel a
direct Line of Sight (LOS) path, and
– the receiver must detect the correct LOS path in
multipath and interference environments.
Due to transmitting very short pulses, the inherent
broad bandwidth in combination with an appropriate
receiver architecture mainly accomplishes the first condition. However, the second and third conditions are
affected not only by the receiver architecture but also
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heavily by the environment of the localization scenario.
This so-called Non Line of Sight (NLOS) problem has
been identified to be one major source of ranging error
[1, 2]. If e.g. persons, objects or walls attenuate or
block the direct signal, a typically positive ranging offset will occur, and mostly appear as a bias in the position error. This especially becomes critical if the minimum number of LOS channels needed for a position
solution is not available.
Three different channel conditions have been categorized in [3]. The first one is the dominant direct path
(DDP) case, in which the strongest path of the channel
estimate corresponds to LOS. Those channel profiles,
where the first path is not the strongest, however still
detectable by an appropriate receiver architecture, are
called nondominant direct path (NDDP). Finally and
only regarded as NLOS in this paper are the situations,
in which the receiver architecture is not able to detect
the direct path anymore. This case has been defined as
undetected direct path (UDP) and leads to the mentioned ranging errors.
Two consecutive strategies can be utilized to deal
with such UDP situations. The first goal is to sense if
such a situation occurs and can be denoted as NLOS
detection. If this task has been succeeded, the second
strategy is called NLOS mitigation. The main idea is to
use the information that one or more channels are
NLOS and try to still get an appropriate position estimate.
Even though the two tasks are closely interrelated,
the authors try to give a contribution only to the
NLOS detection task, since not much comparative and
practical work has been done in this field. In this context it is not relevant if the localization system is based
on a time of arrival (TOA) or a time difference of arrival (TDOA) strategy. Even in the TDOA case the receiver is usually able to estimate each channel via template correlation, however, with an unknown time offset. In chapter II a comprehensive overview of existing
NLOS detection algorithms of the UWB, but also of
the mobile phone community, is given. In addition, one
novel method based on the signal power variation is
proposed. Afterwards the methods are evaluated regarding their practicability for real UWB localization
systems, which excludes some of them from further
investigation. The selected NLOS detection methods,
which the authors think to be functional in reality, are

further described in more detail in chapter III in conjunction with proposals for threshold setting for each
method. Chapter IV explains the UWB localization
simulation environment and the UWB localization test
bed, which is used in chapter V to test and compare
the different NLOS detection algorithms. Finally, chapter VI concludes this paper.
II. CLASSIFICATION AND PRACTICABILITY
NLOS DETECTION ALGORITHMS

OF

A. Detection based on range estimates
The NLOS detection can purely be based on time series of the range estimates. Here, simple methods like a
running variance [4, III.] and more complicated ones
like hypothesis testing on different error distributions
have been proposed [4, II., 5-7]. Due to utilizing time
series latency is not avoidable.
B. Detection based on channel impulse response
Approaches that circumvent latency are based on
more information out of the channel impulse response
than the estimated time of arrival. Hypothesis testing
of the shape of the channel impulse response could also
distinguish between LOS and NLOS. Ideas are based
on using joint power and time of arrival estimates of
the detected path [8, IV.] or the maximum and the
detected path (confidence metric) [9, pp.191]. In addition, the exploitation of simple statistical metrics has
been proposed, e.g. level crossing rate [8, III.] or delay
spread [10, p.32, 11], as well as complicated ones,
where the channel impulse response is tested against
different channel models [8, II., 12]. Furthermore, a
sudden decrease of SNR could indicate the movement
into an NLOS constellation.
C. Detection based on position estimate
The third class of methods uses the information after
the measurement fusion of e.g. several range estimates
has been performed. Here, methods based on redundancy of the range estimates can try to detect NLOS
situations during position calculation using e.g. Minimax or Least Square approaches [13, 14]. Other techniques try to derive environment data (e.g. geometries,
attenuation factors) and to detect NLOS situation
based on given floor maps [2, 15, 16]. Finally, tracking
algorithms using historical positions, assumed dynamics and noise of the system and the user like Kalman or
particle filters are used to detect discontinuities of the
estimated track, and hence, NLOS situations [12, 1719].
D. Practicability of NLOS detection algorithms
Many of the described algorithms are difficult to apply with real UWB localization systems. For a suitable
hypothesis testing of ranging error distributions both

many range estimations must be evaluated at the same
position to create an error distribution estimate and
valid error distributions for the LOS and NLOS case
must be available. Both demands are rather seldom in
reality. In addition, the necessity of a statistical significance contrasts the need for a small latency of detection for a robust localization system. Similar obstacles
occur when channel estimates are to be tested against
predefined channel models. In addition, the paper excludes algorithms, which use redundancy in the range
estimates. Even though these methods work in real
environments, the existence of enough LOS channels in
realistic indoor applications is probably quite seldom.
Moreover, the proposed methods using environment
data are perceived to be not applicable due to the inexistence of qualitative models for populated, 3D indoor environments. Finally, this paper excludes tracking algorithms, since they are seen as a subsequent
step, which builds on the NLOS detection information.
As stated in paragraph II.B a sudden decrease of
SNR could indicate the movement into an NLOS constellation. Exploiting this characteristic, a method is
proposed, which detects changes in energy of the estimated path. With a subsequent normalization a
threshold can be found, which separates the NLOS
channel conditions from the LOS ones. This method is
called change of SNR.
Thus, the resulting set of to be investigated detection algorithms includes the running variance, the confidence metric, the delay spread and the change of
SNR. Whereas the first three have been explained in
the literature, the latter is newly proposed. In addition,
all methods have the demand to set a certain threshold, which has not been described in most referenced
publications. However, the threshold determination is
critical for a practical localization system and is therefore part of the following analysis.
III. INVESTIGATED

METHODS AND THRESHOLD

DETERMINATION

A. Running variance
A simple estimator has been proposed for NLOS detection using the running variance on N subsequent
range estimates dˆn [4, III]:
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Even though the variance σLOS of the LOS range estimates is usually known in a localization system, this
method only works in the stationary case. If the mobile
unit moves during the estimation period, the variance
will be overestimated, and hence, the NLOS case will

be detected even in the LOS case. Therefore, the
threshold is extended to depend on the typically known
maximal velocity vmax of the object:
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where the time series of N range estimates is assumed
to have maximal velocity along the bearing vector to
the sensor, i.e. dˆn +1 = dˆn + vmaxtUBW , with tUWB being the
update interval of the localization system. It is obvious,
however, that the threshold only works properly when
a moderate pair of update interval and maximal velocity can be assured. If both tUWB and vmax are too large
the threshold will increase to a level, where NLOS conditions cannot be observed anymore.
Two problems occur with this detection method.
First, the detection based on a time series causes latency in detection. This can be especially observed at
the transition from NLOS to LOS. In contrast, the
sudden jump of the range estimate at the transition
from LOS to NLOS usually detects the NLOS condition immediately. Note, that the latency is proportional to both the update interval tUWB of the system
and the length of the time series N. Second, in certain
environments the time series of NLOS range estimates
is based on a single reflecting object, resulting in an
almost constant offset in the range estimates even
when the object is moving [17, 20]. Hence, the running
variance only detects the transitions correctly, but interprets the NLOS state as being LOS.
B. Confidence metric
The second NLOS detection method solely uses the
estimate of one channel impulse response and therefore
introduces no additional delay. The so called confidence metric as defined in [9, p.193] is based on the
idea that later multipath components should have less
power than the direct component in the LOS case and
vice versa in the NLOS case. This reasoning however is
valid for distinguishing between DDP and UDP channel profiles, but only limited for NDDP profiles. The
confidence metric is defined as follows:
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where α1 and τ1 are the amplitude and arrival time of
the first signal component, αm and τm of the maximum
respectively, ν the pathloss component, and σN2 the
noise floor power. Whereas the authors use the confidence metric to rank many range estimates and choose
only the best ones for position calculation, they do not
state any threshold Θcm to distinguish between LOS

and NLOS. To derive such a threshold formula (3) can
be rewritten as

⎛ α2 ⎞
⎛ τ 2n ⎞
θcm = log10 ⎜⎜⎜ 21 ⎟⎟⎟ − log10 (σN2 ) + log10 ⎜⎜⎜ 12n ⎟⎟⎟ + log10 (α12 ).
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It shows that the first term can only vary between zero
and a tenth of the FirstMax1 threshold and the second
term is a constant, determined by the noise level of the
system. Obviously, the third term also depends on the
FirstMax threshold. However, the impact is more important, since for a FirstMax threshold of e.g. –1.5dB,
the TOA estimate can even be halved in a NDDP
channel condition. Therefore, for τm ≤ 2τ1 the third
term can vary between zero and 0.6ν . Here, the pathloss exponent ν is an additional unknown. In addition,
the forth term is basically the received signal power of
the direct path, which varies with the distance. It thus
turns out that a simple determination is not possible.
Therefore, a distance dependent threshold is proposed:
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where θmax must be evaluated with the localization system in LOS condition at dmax, which should be the
maximum distance between mobile unit and base station that can occur and c meaning the speed of light.
Note, that the threshold is only varied, if the current
condition is LOS with a high probability.
C. Delay spread
Some authors have stated that the RMS delay
spread could be used as an NLOS detection method
[10, p.32, 11], however, they have not investigated the
proposal further, i.e. no threshold was proposed. The
RMS delay spread is defined as the square root of the
second central moment of the power delay profile as
follows [21]:
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where the αl and τl are the amplitude and arrival time
of the lth signal component, and Θds the threshold to
distinguish between LOS and NLOS. To obtain amplitudes αl and arrival times τl of a channel impulse response different deconvolving methods are used in literature, like e.g. the CLEAN algorithm [22]. The authors however use a computationally faster algorithm,
i.e. finding the zero-crossings of the second derivative
of the template-correlation, which has been found to be
1

C.f. section IV.A.

sufficiently exact for the NLOS detection task via the
delay spread.
Since several measurement campaigns have shown
that the delay spread is distance dependent as well as
influenced by the noise exclusion threshold, the two
parameters must be included in the threshold. Both
[23] and [24] have concurrently observed that the distance influences the delay spread of indoor UWB environments as follows:

τRMS (d ) = 10d 0.3 ns .

(6)

In addition, from [24] the following dependency of the
noise exclusion threshold δds can be derived:
20dB
τRMS (δds , d ) = (−4.13δds−0.75 +1.44) τRMS
(d ),

(7)

20dB
is the RMS delay spread with a noise exwhere τRMS
clusion threshold of 20dB. Therefore, the combined
threshold is used to distinguish between LOS and
NLOS:
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The threshold Θcs must carefully be chosen, since a too
large value would prevent a proper state transition. In
addition, the update rate of the detection should be
moderate to ensure sufficient change of SNR during a
transition. In contrast, the threshold depends only on
the attenuation properties of the object, which causes
the NLOS. This enables a simple determination of the
threshold Θcs , since the denominator of the estimator
θcs always is the power of the LOS condition. Hence, if
a minimum attenuation of 2.5dB is assumed to be reasonable when changing from LOS to NLOS in many
environments, the state transition threshold is determined as follows:

Θcs = 1 − 10

−2.5
10

.

(10)

IV. SIMULATION

AND MEASUREMENT

ENVIRONMENT

D. Change of SNR
Finally, the authors propose a simple threshold
which is based on the assumption that a sudden decrease of SNR could indicate the movement from a
LOS into an NLOS condition, and vice versa. Therefore, changes in the power of subsequent maximum

Transmitter

A. UWB localization simulator
An Ultra-Wideband localization simulator is implemented in Matlab/Simulink. It consists of three main
blocks as depicted in fig. 1.
The transmitter architecture is based on the pulse
generator developed by IHP [25]. The transmitter creates a bi-phase pulse train with rectangular pulses of
width tp, which are low-pass filtered and then modulated by a carrier frequency fc. The pulse train PN of
length lPN and pulse repetition frequency PRF has good
autocorrelation properties, and the low pass filter is
implemented as a 3rd order Bessel filter with a cut-off
frequency of fLP. As a result, the transmitter can flexibly be adapted to regulatory requirements by changing
carrier frequency and pulse width (via fLP).
The channel block accepts different channel models,
which are used for filtering the transmitted signals.
Two channel models are available that are applicable
for an Ultra-Wideband indoor environment. The first

Channel
fc

fLP

θcs =
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where τ RMS (δds , dˆn ) is evaluated using the range estimate dˆn at time step n. The threshold Θds,n is only updated if the current condition has the delay spread
τ min = τRMS (δds ,1) evaluated at 1m, i.e. is LOS with a
very high probability. For example, for a noise exclusion threshold δds of 5dB, τ min = 2nsec. The noise exclusion threshold should be set as high as the SNR allows.
It should be noted however that the delay spread can
also depend on the environment itself, e.g. room size,
wall conditions. It is obvious that such parameters cannot be included in the threshold as they would require
precise environment data, which are unrealistic to acquire and maintain.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the UWB localization simulator.
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one is developed by the IEEE 802.15.4a task group,
which principle interest lies in the standardization of
communications and high precision ranging. It provides
purely statistical models in the frequency range from 2
to 10GHz covering office and industrial environments
for LOS and NLOS conditions [26]. The second model
is based on the European IST project Whyless.com. It
covers the frequency range from 1 to 11GHz and combines a statistical approach to model multipath and a
simple quasi-deterministic method to model strong individual echoes. The result is a space-variant channel
model with spatial evolution of channel impulse responses [27]. This property is quite important for localization simulation, since reflections can heavily influence the range estimation. The respective channel
model is fed with varying transmitter positions out of a
virtual trajectory and a fixed receiver position. The
virtual trajectory represents a typical itinerary of persons or objects within a room and is based on the random waypoint model, which is used in many research
fields as a representation for the movement of persons
and objects [28]. The generation of the virtual trajectory is as follows:
– The object is placed at the initial position,
– randomly draws a new 3D position within the
given area [xmax,ymax,zmax], a velocity within the
interval [vmin,vmax] and a pause time within the
interval [pmin,pmax],
– walks with update interval tUWB to the new location and pauses using the drawn parameters.
In addition, each created transmitter position is assigned, whether it should have an LOS or NLOS channel with respect to the receiver. To simulate a realistic
alternation between LOS and NLOS, each channel condition is randomly drawn to remain for a distance
within the interval [dmin,dmax].
The receiver is implemented in an optimal matched
filter architecture and the time of arrival is estimated
using the FirstMax algorithm, which searches the region before the maximum for other paths, whose energy is a certain percentage lower than that of the
maximum [1, 29]. This method is able to detect the
correct direct path under NDDP channel conditions.
The search region is set to 50m before and the threshold to –1.5dB of the maximum, which seams to be reasonable in an indoor environment.
The adjusted parameters for the simulation are
shown in Table I. The transmitter power was chosen
such that it fits the draft European regulation for location tracking equipment for indoor environments [30].
It has approximately a 10dB bandwidth of 2GHz. An
additive noise floor of 10dB above thermal noise seems
to be realistic for such broadband systems. Further,
the parameters for the random waypoint model are
chosen to represent realistic movement of persons and
objects in an industrial or office environment. The
sample rate fs is adapted to oversample approximately

eight times the maximal occurring frequency. A virtual
trajectory with 10000 positions was generated and fed
into the UWB simulator resulting in 10000 channel
impulse and range estimates per channel model (IEEE
office, IEEE industrial, Whyless office). Afterwards,
the detection algorithms are used to decide LOS or
NLOS.
B. UWB measurements
In addition to the simulations measurements with a
self-developed UWB localization system were performed. The system has been described and tested in
[20, 31]. The parameters for the signal processing
namely search region and FirstMax threshold are set
equally as for the simulation to achieve comparable
results.
Two different environments have been chosen. The
first one is a big office room at the IKT of size
8x12x2.6m. A person holding the mobile unit walked
randomly through the room. While walking the channel was arbitrarily chosen to be covered by the person’s
body, hence resulting in an NLOS condition. 1000
measurements with approx. 50% NLOS were recorded
with the UWB prototype system. The second environment is an industrial storage environment as described
in [20] with maximal distances between mobile unit
and base stations of 17m. The NLOS condition was
achieved by placing an absorbing wall in the direct line
of sight between the two antennas. Here, 200 measurements with 50% NLOS were recorded.
After recording the data and subsequent signal processing the described detection algorithms are used to
decide LOS or NLOS.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE UWB LOCALIZATION SIMULATOR
PARAMETER

VALUE

UNIT

CHANNEL MODELS

WHYLESS OFFICE
IEEE INDUSTRIAL
IEEE OFFICE

fc.

7.55

GHz

tp

500

ps

PRF

3.2

MHz

fLP

1000

MHz

tUWB

0.1

Hz

[pmin,pmax]

[0.2,5]

sec

[vmin,vmax]

[0.2,1.5]

m/sec

[dmin,dmax]

[1,10]

m

[xmax,ymax,zmax]

[28,10,2.6]

m

fs

80

GHz

A. Running variance
As it can be seen from Table II the running variance
has problems to properly detect especially NLOS conditions. As stated in paragraph III.A this is due to
both latency in the detection and constant offsets in
the range estimates. It turns out that the impact of the
offset effect is the major drawback of the running variance method. This can be observed with the measurements as well as the Whyless channel model. This
seams to be realistic, since geometric characteristics are
not modeled in the IEEE channel model. Hence, influences based on this cannot occur. Note, the latency
problem could be reduced with a high update rate of a
localization system; however, the offset effect is an inherent property of certain NLOS environments.
The update interval of the IKT office measurements
is set to tUWB = 0.3 sec , for all others 0.1sec.
B. Confidence metric
The confidence metric seems to perform quite well
for detecting both LOS and NLOS with the proposed
distance dependent threshold. As the analysis is purely
based on one single measurement no latency is introduced. However, the major drawback of this method
lies in the necessity to determine the two parameters of
the threshold (θmax , dmax ), which should equal for a given
localization system setup. The calculated parameter
pairs for the simulations are (4.4dB,28m), for the office
measurements (3.5dB,10.2m), and for the industrial
measurements (5.2dB,14.4m). The dissimilar parameter
set for the measurements could be explained with a
varying template power between the two setups. However, no further investigation was undertaken to prove
this assumption.
C. Delay spread
As stated in [26], the distance dependence of the delay spread is neglected in the IEEE channel models.
Hence, the distance dependent threshold cannot be
applied. Therefore, the threshold was set to 1.5nsec for
IEEE office and 20nsec for IEEE industrial with a
noise exclusion threshold of δds = 10dB respectively.
From the results of the Whyless channel model it does
not seem to be clear if the distance dependence is modeled. Therefore, the threshold is also set fix to 1.5nsec
with δds = 10dB.
Looking at the measurements the delay spread seems
to work acceptable as an NLOS detection technique.
However, it is difficult to interpret if the results of the
simulations support this outcome. Although the results

D. Change of SNR
The change of SNR method shows good performance
except for the IEEE channel models. Whereas this
could be interpreted as a problem of this method, the
authors however see the reason in the implementation
of the IEEE channel models. Since no relation exists
between subsequent drawings of the channel impulse
response, the impact of major reflecting echoes at a
certain location is not modeled. As a consequence reception power varies independently of the preceding
value and leads to unrealistic changes in SNR. This is
backed by observable changes in reception power of up
to 5dB even in LOS situations, which seems to be
unlikely for such broadband UWB systems [32]. The
functionality and simplicity of the change of SNR
method can therefore still be assumed.

TABLE II
QUALITY OF NLOS DETECTION ALGORITHMS: THE FIRST THREE LINES
SHOW THE QUALITIES OF THE NLOS DETECTION METHODS OF EACH
CHANNEL MODEL EVALUATED WITH THE UWB SIMULATOR. THE LAST
TWO LINES SHOW THE QUALITIES OF THE METHODS EVALUATED WITH
THE UWB MEASUREMENT SYSTEM.

CHANGE OF SNR [%]

Table II compares the performance of the algorithms, where the quality of NLOS detection is calculated as the percentage of detected NLOS of all NLOS
positions (P(NLOS|NLOS)). LOS detection quality is
computed accordingly (P(LOS|LOS)).

of the IEEE industrial and Whyless office simulation
are promising, they are based on thresholds that are
determined afterwards based on the histogram of the
delay spread calculation. In addition, the IEEE office
model does not perform well due to a similar channel
envelope for LOS and NLOS.

DELAY SPREAD [%]

DISCUSSION

CONFIDENCE METRIC
[%]

AND

RUNNING VARIANCE [%]

V. RESULTS

IEEE

P(NLOS|NLOS)

29.8

99.8

70.3

67.1

OFFICE

P(LOS|LOS)

84.1

99.9

75.1*

61.5

IEEE

P(NLOS|NLOS)

98.9

93.5

99.9

94.3

INDUSTRIAL

P(LOS|LOS)

80.4

93.0

99.2*

60.3

WHYLESS

P(NLOS|NLOS)

44.3

100.0

100.0

99.7

OFFICE

P(LOS|LOS)

91.4

100.0

99.6*

100.0

SIMULATIONS

MEASUREMENTS
IKT OFFICE

P(NLOS|NLOS)

79.7

98.2

97.8

93.8

P(LOS|LOS)

94.3

95.1

95.5

97.0

72.0

100.0

88.0

100.0

84.4

100.0

96.0

100.0

IKT INDUS- P(NLOS|NLOS)
TRIAL
P(LOS|LOS)

* NOT EVALUATED WITH THE PROPOSED THRESHOLD

VI. CONCLUSION
A simulative and real-world comparison of four
NLOS detection methods has been conducted. The running variance essentially fails due to the occurrence of
constant offsets in range estimation during NLOS. The
good performance of the confidence metric must be
related to the necessity that a predefined threshold
could not be found, which leads to the upfront evaluation of two parameters with the localization system.
Further, the results of detecting NLOS based on the
delay spread are difficult to interpret. Whereas the
measurements show an adequate recognition, simplifications of the channel models lead to a malfunction of
the proposed adaptive threshold. Finally, the newly
proposed change of SNR method performs well for both
the measurements and the Whyless channel model. It
could be shown that the failure of detection with the
IEEE models is due to the implementation character of
the respective models.
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